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Abstract.

We introduce the concept of quotient in PN spaces and give some examples.
We prove some theorems with regard to the completeness of a quotient.
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1. Introduction

In the literature devoted to the theory ofprobabilistic normed spaces (PN spaces, briefly),
topological and completeness questions, boundedness and compactness concepts [4, 5,
71, ünear.operators, probabilistic norms for linear operators [6], product spaces [3] and
fixed point theorems have been studied by various authors. However quotient spaces of
PN spaces have never been considered. This note is a first attempt to fill this gap.
The present paper is organized as follows. In $2 all necessary preliminaries are recalled
and notation is established. In $3, the quotient space of a PN space with respect to one of
its subspaces is inhoduced and its properties are studied. Finally, in $4, we investigate the
completeness relationship among the PN spaces considered.

2. Definitions and preliminaries
In the sequel, the space of all probability distribution functions (briefly, d.f.'s) is A+ :
{F: R U {-oo, *oo} --+ [0, l]: F is left-continuous and non-decreasing on R, F(0) : 0

andF(*oo):1)andthesubsetD+ c A+istheset D+:{F e A+;/-F(*oo): l}.
Herc l- f (x) denotes the left limit of the function / at the pointx, l- f (x) : limt-,- f (t).
The space A+ is partially ordered by the usual point-wise ordering of functions, i.e., F < G
if and only if F(r) < G(x) for all x in R. The maximal element for A+ in this order is
the d.f. given by

=
"o

[0, if¡<0,

lt,

if x > o.
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Also the minimal element for A+ in this order is the d.f. given by

fo, ifx<oo,
[], if x: oo.

too:

{

We assume that A is metrized by the Sibley metric d5, which is the modified Lévy metric
[8, 9]. If F and G are d.f.'s and ñ is in (0, ll, let (F, G; á) denote the condition

F(x
for all

¡

in

(-I

-

h)

-

h < G(x) < F(x +h) + h

/ h, | / h).Tben the modified Lévy metric (Sibley metric) is defined by

d.s@, G)

::

inf {h

> 0; both (F, G; h)

and (G, F; ft) hold}.

For any F in A+,

ds(F, so)

:

inf{á > 0: (F, es;¿) holds}

:inf{á >o:F(h+)>l-hl,
and for anv

t > 0.
F(t) > I - t<+ ds(F, €o) < /.

It follows that, for every F, G in A+,

'

F<Q1ds(G,tú<ds(F,eü.

A sequence (Fn) of d.f.'s converges weakly to a d.f. F if and only if the sequence (Fn@))
converges to F(x) at each continuity point x of F. For the proof of the next theorem see
Theorem 4.2.5 of [8].

Theorem 2.1. Let (F") be a sequence offunctions in A,, and let F bein L. Then Fn
weakly if and only if ds@n, P) -+ 0.

-> F

DEFINITION 2.2
A triangular norm T (briefly, a t-norm) is an associative binary operation on [0, l] (henceforth, 1) that is commutative, nondecreasing in each place, such that T (a,l) : ¿ for all

aeL

DEFINITION 2.3

Let Z be a binary operation on 1. Denote by 7* the function def,ned by T*(a,b) :=
I - T (l - a, | - b) for all a, b e L If Z is a t-norm, then Z* will be called the t-conorm
of Z. A function ,S is a /-conorm if there is a t-norm I such that S : Z*.
Clearly, Z* is itself a binary operation on 1, and Z** : Z. Instances of such /-norms and
f-conorms are M and Mx, respectively, defined by M(x, )) : min(x, y) and M*(x, y) :
max(,r, y).

DEFINITION 2,4
A triangle funclion r is an associative binary operation on
decreasing in each place, and has e9 as identity.

A+ that is commutative, non-
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z and

rn(F1,..., Fn+): t(tn-t (Fr,... , F), Fn+)

for

n>

2.

Let T be a left-continuous t-norm and Z* a right-continuous f-conorm. Then instances
of such triangle functions are ur and zr* defined for all F, G e A+ and every r € R+,
respectively, by

rrF,

G)(x)

:

sup{Z(F(u), G(u)) | u I v :

xl

and

r7.(F,G)(x) : [.- inflT*(F(a), G(u))
The triangular function

in A+, such that F

DEFINMON

r

* e*

|u

* u : xl.

is said tobe Archimedean on A+
and

G

I

if r(F, G) < F for any F,

G

es.

2.5

Let 11, 12 be two triangle functions. Then z1 dominates 12, and we write r1
all \, F2,Gt,Gz e Lt,

rtGz(h, Gi,

rz(Fz,

)

12,

if for

G)) > r2Q1(fi , F), rt(Gt, G)).

1993, Alsina, Schweizer and Sklar [1] gave a new definition of a probabilistic normed
space as follows:

In

DEFINITION 2.6

A probabitistic normed space,briefly a PN space, is a quadruple (V, u, z, r*) in which
V is a linear space, r and z* are continuous triangle functions with r < r* and u, the
probabilistic norm, is a map v: V -> Ar such that
uo : eo if and only if P : 0,0 being the null vector in V;
(N2) u-o : u, for every P e V:
(N3) up+r1 > r(vp, uq) for all p,q e V;
(N4) uo < t*(vap, v11-ep) for every a e [0, l] and for every p e V.

(Nt)

If, instead of (Nl), we only have u9 : e0, then we shall speak of aprobabilistic pseuda
normed space, biefly a PPN space. If the inequality (N4) is replaced by the equality
up : rM(vap,vl-úp), then the PN space is called a Serstnev space; in this case, a
condition stronger than (N2) holds, namely

v^p:
-

vp

/ t\

f * I,
\ l^1./

v),

+0,

Yp e v;

j is the identity map on R. A Serstnev space is denoted by (V, v, r),
There is a natural topology in a PN space (V, v, t, t*), called the strong tc,tpctlogv; it.is
defined, for f > 0, by the neighbourhoods
here

Np(/)::

{q eV:dsQq-p,eo) <

t}:{q eV:vq-p(t) t I -¡}.
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:

The strong neighbourhood system for V is the union UrrvNo{X) where 'A/o
a Hausdorff topology
{No(f.): ¡. tb}. The strong neighborhood system for V deterniines
for V.

T:(V,v,r,t*)

(V',r',o,o*),issaidtobestronglybounded'if there
exists a constant & > 0 such that, for all p e V and-¡ > 0,
Alinearmap

v'7

o@)

>- v p(x / k)

-->

.

DEFINITION 2.7
A Menger PN space is a PN space (V , v, t, z*) in which r
*'
t-norm T and its t-conorm f It will be denoted by (V' u'

: rT and r* :
I)'

rT* for some

DEFINITION 2.8

(p)n in V is said to be strongly convergent
topinVifforeachl>ó,thereexistsapositiveintegerNsuchfhafpneNp(i.),for
n > N. Also the sequence (p), in v is called a stronS cauchy sequence if, for every
,i > O,thereisapositiveintegerN such thaf vo,,-o,n()') > 1-l,wheneverm'n > N'

Let (V, v, r , r+) be a PN space. A sequence

*)
A PN space (v , v , t , r is said to be strongly complete in the strong topology if and only
ifevery strong Cauchy
Ixmma 2.9 l2l. If

sequence

l"l .

in V is strongly convergent to a point in V'

lBl, then v pp <

vap

for every p in V '

. DEFINITION 2.IO
Let (Vr, vt, r, r*) and (Vz, v2, r, r*) be two PN spaces under the same triangle functions
quadruple
z and z*. Let o be a triangle function. The o-ploduct of the two PN spaces is the

(\ x Vz, vtov2, r, r*),
where

vtov2i V1 x V2

-+

A+

is a probabilistic semi-norm given by
(v

p v)

for all (p, q) e Vt

(p, q) := o (v1(P), vz@))

x

Vz.

3. Quotient PN space
According to [8] (see Definition 12.9.3 inp.2L5), one has the following:

DEFINITION 3.I

Atrianglefunction rissup-continuousif,foreveryfamily{F¡:}' e A}of
andevery G e A+,

ill,("^,

G)

: t (;:l

"' ")

d.f.'sinal
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example of
In view of Lemma 4.3.5 of [S], this supremum is in A+. An
f-norm'
continuous
left
triangle function is r7, where T is a

a

sup-continuous

DEFINITION 3.2
Let

14¡

be a linear subspace

of V and denote by

-w

a

relation on the set V defined via

P-wQ#p-q€w'
forevery

p,q eV.

the set V is partitioned
Obviously this relationship is an equivalence relation and therefore
into equivalence classes, V I -w-

PROPOSITION 3.3
be a
be aPN space. Supposethatt andr* are sup-continuous' I¿tW
relation
equivale.nce
the
of
-w '
subipace of V and V / -y¡ its quotient defined by means
p V,

Let

(V,v,t,r*)

l,etv,betherestrictionojr*W anddefinethemappingv:V

l-yy

-->

L+,forall

e

by
i

Then,

p¡w$) r:

sup {Yp+q

(r)}'

(W,v', r, t*) is a PN space and (V I -w, v, r' t*)

is

a

PPN space'

is guaranteed by
Proof. Thefirst staternent is immediate. The remainder of the theorem
Ü
topology'
strong
the
in
closed
the fact that

w

is not necessarily

Notice ihat by Lemma 4.3.5 of [8], üp+w is in A+'
i.e. an element of quotient, and the
Hereafter we denote by pw tüe-s.túret p + W of V'
strong neighbourhood of pw

by Ní,*(t).

Theorem 3.4. IEt W be a linear subspace of v . Then

the

foilowinS stetements are equiv-

alent:

(a)

ói

-w,lt, t, t*)

is a PN sPace;
W tt clc¡sed in the strung tttprtlogv of (V, v, t '

(V I

r*)'

Proof.Let(V,v,t,r*)beaPNspace'ForeverypintheclosureofWandforeach¿eN
choose qn e No(lln) t-l IV. Then

ir*(l/n):;:H,

vp+q(Lln) >vo-,1,,(lf n)

> | - Iln'

ds(lp*'es) < l/n'Thus p¡v: IV andhence' p e W and IV isclosed'
s0' Il
/' W 'then Np(tl n
Conversely, if 17 is closed, let p e V be such that úo*,,{
< | - t'Therefore
vo-o|)
W'
W = a,for some t > 0' That is to say, for every S ¿
tr
vpw|): suPqew vr+q(t) < | - t'which is a contradiction'

andhence,

a PN space can be obtained from a PPN space' An
affirmative answer is provided by the following propositíon'

It is of interest to know whether
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PROPOSITION 3.5

(V,v,r,r*)

Let

C

be

a

PPN space and define

: {p € V: vo:

eg}.

Then C is the smallest closed subspace of (V, v,

r, t*).

C, then p + q e C because vp¡q Z t(vo,vq) : e0. Now suppose
pby.Lemma 2'9'For a > l,letk : [c] + l' Then'
p e C.Foro e [0, l] one has uor

Proof.

If p,q €

"
usingtheiterates of (N3) one has, ,no. ,o-t(vp, ...,vp) : eg. By the above-mentioned
lemma one has rap >- ukp. As a consequence, ap belongs to C for all c e R'
Furthermore it is easy to check that the set C is closed because of the continuity of the
probabilistic norm, u (see Theorem I in [2]).
Now, let W be a closed linear subspace of V and p e C. Suppose that for some f > 0,
Np(t)n W = a,thenuo(f) < | -t,whichisacontradiction;henceC

Remark 3.6. Moreover, with

v

and

c

as

in Proposition 3.5, for all p e

gW'

Ü

v andr e c, one

has

ip*

._

vp:

vp+r-r >

t(vp+r,v-r):

Thus the probabilistic norm ü in (v /

-s,1, r, f)

vp+r.

coincides with that of

(v,

u, z, z*).

Example3.1. Let (V,v,T) be a Menger PN space. Suppose that W is a closed subspacaof V, and V / - w its quotient. Then (W, v', T) and (V / - w, lt, T) are Menger PN
spaces.

COROLLARY 3.8
Let

(V,v,r,t*)

t is sup-continuou's. I'et W be a
andVl-s ifsquotient.Then,(W,v',r,t*)and(V/-w,i,t,r*)

be a Serstnev PN space. Suppose that

closedsubspaceof V

are Serstnev PN spaces.

Theorem 3,9 . Let (V , v, t , t*) be a PN space. Suppose thut r qnd t* are sup-continuou*
Let W be q closed. subspace of V with respect to the strong trtprtlogV ttf (V, v, r, t*)' Let

n:V

--+

Vl-w

projectíon. Then n is stronglv bounded, open, and continuous with respect
to the strong topologies of (V,v,r,t*) and (Vl-w,v,r,t*). In addition, the strong
topolctgy and the quotient tctpolttgy rtn V I -v¡, induced bv n, coincide'
be the canonical

proof.

Onehas that

(see Theorem 3.3

The map

z

üo* >

uo which implies

z

in [5]).

is open because of the equality

is strongly bounded, and hence continuous

t(N p(t)) : N;wQ)-

tr

Example 3.10. Let (y, ll'll) be anormed space and define u: V + A+ viavo:: e¡p¡¡ for
:
every p e V. Let r, r* be continuous triangle functions such that r < r* and t (eo, et)
ea¡6,for alla,b > 0. For instance, it suffices to take r : TT and z* - rz*, where
7 is a continuous t-norm and Z* is its /-conorm. Then (V, v,t,z*) is a PN space (see

Example

\
,, ) \'

{\'

r"

)

l.l

of [5]).
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Assume that z is sup-continuous. Let W be a closed linear subspace of V with respect
to the strong topology of (V, u, v, t*). By Theorem 3.a, U I - w, F, r, r*) is a PN space
in which, Fpw : suPu,e w e. ¡p+rall. On the other hand, if one considers the normed space
(V I -w ,ll'li), where ll pw ll' : inf ,E ¡az ll p * w ll, then one can easily prove that the PN
structure given to the normed space (V I -v¡, ll'll') by means of \pw :: sllpwll' coincides

wirh(V

l-w,q,r,r*).

4. Completeness results
Here we study the completeness of a quotient PN space. When a PN space (V, u, r, z*) is
strongly complete, then we say that it is a probabilistic normed Banach (henceforth PNB)
space.

lremma4.l. GiventhePNspace(Vl-w,v,r,t*)inwhichtandt*aresup-continuoLts,
let W be a closed subspace of V.

(i) If p eV,thenforeverye >0thereisa p'inV
ds(vp,, es)

< d5(úpaw,

so)

+

suchthat

pt*W = p*W

and

€.

(ii) If pisinV andip+w > Gforsomed.f.G *eo,thenthereexists pIeV suchthat
p+W: p'+W andvo, > t(lp¡w,G).
Proof.

(i)

We know

vp+w:

suP{uo-.r: q

eWl'

Now, let q be an element of W such that

lp+w

Weput

<'o-u +1'

p-q:P'.No*,

d5(lp¡w,eo)

:

t t - ¿}
> inrfl¡ > o: v.,(h+\+ l t | - hI
2
-"'-I
inf{/¿

>

0'.

ltp¡wQt*)

J

= tnt {ft

.

' r - (r - ;)}
lz rr*\ I /

g' r,n,(h+)

I

>o:rn'\fu
\\
t
> ds(v p' , eo) - e'

> inf lh

(ii)

€\l
(/,+;)l
+;)
)
¿/ / '
' z/ )

Because of the definition of supremum and sup-continuity of
such that en
Q if n -+ *oo and

¡, there exists a 4n € W

+

vp*qn

2 r(lpw.roi

Now it is enough to put

t(io*,

G).

p/

:

-j

> rfup*,

q:

p + q and see that, when n -+ +oo, one has upa4

tr
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Let p,q be elements of V such thatds(v1p-q+w,eo) < ó for some positive ó. By
Lemma4.l,thereisaq'e V suchthat (p -q') +W : (P - ü + W and

ds(vp-q', eo)

'ó'

Theorem 4.2. Let W be a closed subspace of V and suppose that (V, v, t, r*) is a PNB
space with t and r* sup-continuous. Then, (V I -w, v, r, r*) is also a PNB space.

Proof. Let (ar) be a strong Cauchy sequence in (V / -*, v, r,
there exists ¿o : ¿o(ó) e N such that, for al'\ m, n > ng,

ds(ion-o*, so) <

r*),

i.e. for every 6

>

0,

ó.

Now, define a strictly decreasing sequence (ón) with 6n > 0 in the following way: let
ór > 0besuchthatr(Bds(s0;6r) x B¿r(eoiór)) c B¿r(eo; l)where B¿r(eo: )'): {F e
A+; ds(F, s0) < ll. For n > l, define 6n by induction in such a manner that

t(B¿r(es;ón) x 8¿r(ee; á,))

c rr, (ro; *t (;,U-t))

.

(l)

There is a subsequence (an,) of (an) with

ds(ún,,,-n,,,*r, eo)

<

ór+1'

Q)

Because of the definition of the canonical projection

T one can say that n-t (N;,GD

:

Np(t) and consequently n-I (an) :
e V such that n(x¡) - an, and then

.tl exists. Inductively, from Lemma 4.1 we can find

)ci

(3)

d.s(v*¡-r,*, ,so) < á¡+t

holds. We claim that (¡¿) is a strong Cauchy sequence in (V, v, r, z*). By applying the
relations(l),(2)and(3) toi:m - I and i:m- 2,andusingLemma4.3.4of [8],one
obtains the inequalities

dg(vy,n-¡,,,*2,eg) < ds(z(u rnt- r-)iñ 1 Dx,n-z-x,r-t), €0)

/l\

= min (''

- r '5*-')'

Following this reasoning, we obtain thatds(vx*-rn,€o) < lln and therefore, (x¡) is a
strong cauchy sequence. since it was assumed that ( v, v , t , r*) is strongly complete, (,t¡ )

ofn, (an,) is also strongly convergent.
From this and taking into account the continuity of z and Lemma 4'3'4 of [8]' one sees
n
that the whole sequen ce (a,,) strongly converges.
is strongly convergent and hence, by the continuity

The converse of the above theorem also holds.

Theorem 4.3.

I¿t(V,v,r,f)

be

aPN spaceinwhicht andt* sup-continuous,andlet
W ' If any two

-w, i, r, r*) be íts quotient space wíth respect to the closed subspace
of the three spaces V, W and V I -w are stronglv complete, so is the third'
(V /

Quotient probabitístic normed

ov

is a strongly complete PN space, so are v f -w and w. Therefore all one
to check is that V is stfongly cornplete whenever both W and V I -w are strongly

proof.
needs

spqces

If v

complete. suppose 17 and v I
Cauchy sequence in V. Since

-w are strongly complete

PN spaces and (pn) be a strong

i(P*-P¿+w 2- 9P,n-P,
and' therefore' it
whenever m,n e N, the sequence (pn * !Iz) is strong Cauchy inV l-*
of d'f's (11,)
a
sequence
exists
there
q
Thus
V.
e
strongly converges Ío q * !I/ for some
(qn) in V
exists
4'l
there
Lemma
by
Now
>
fln'
such that Hn + s9 and úe,-q)+w

suchthat en

*W :

voo

(pn

-

q) + W

añ

> t(i¡4,,-q)+w, H).

0.Therefore (pn - q, - q) is a strong Cauchy
that (p") strongly
s"qo"nó" in 17 and is strongly conYergent to a point r e W arLdimplies
tr
,onu"rg", tor + q in V' Hence V is strongly complete'

Thus u.ro ---+ 80 and consequetlly q,,

----->

which r and r*
Theorem 4.4. Let (Vt, vt, r, r*), . . -' (Vn, vn, r, t*) be PNB spaces in
t* >> o and
thnt
o
such
are sup-continuous. su.ppose that there is a triangle function
o )) r.Then their o-product is a PNB space'

Proof. Oneproves for n

:2

(see Theorem 2

in [3]), and then we apply induction for

an

arbitrary n. Since the quotient norm of

Vt xVc

(=Vz)

V1x02'

-

to V¡ x 92(: V1) is
is the same as y2 and the restriction of the product norm of Vt x V2
tr
the same ás ul lsee [3]), and in view of Theorem 4.3,the proof is complete.
By Theorem 3.9 the following corollaries can be proved easily'

COROLLARY4.5
(Jndzr the assurnptions of Proposition3.3 and if W is a closed subset of V , the probabilistic
V I -w -> A+ in (V / - w, lt, t, r*) is unifurmlv continuous'
norm

i:

pair
Proof. Let 4 be a positive real numbe¡ 4 > 0. By Theorem 3.9 there exists a
whenever
<
(p',-q') in (V x V) such thatdsQo¡-z'),s0) < 4 and d5(v,¡1q-q'¡'80) 4'

dg(vp-p,, to) <

r?

and d5(vn-n' ,

€ú <

11.

On the other hand, we have
ln

{p,

(r
-q,) Z r

(vo

6- p, ¡, ú n 1q -q\), l" (p-d)

and

ln

e-d > t (r (tr, 6- p,), i, (q -q')), 0, (p' -,t')).

>0
Thus,fromtherelationship(12.1.5)andLemma l2.2.Iin[8]itfollowsthatforanyh
there is an appropriate

f > 0 such that

ds(vo@-q), vnlpr -q'¡) < h,

Bemardo Infuerza.-Guillén et al
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whenever

p' e

mapping ftomV

e
A+.

Np(n) and q'

/-y¡

into

Nq(17). This implies that ü

Also the inequality ds(in(p+q\-(p,+q,)), e0)
(V /

-w, *)

is

<

is a uniformly continuous

I

ds(u( p+q)-(p,+qt), e6) implies that

topological grouP.

a

COROLLARY 4.6

r*) be a PN space such that t* is Archimedean, T and r* are sup-continuous,
v, I e* for all p e V . If we define quetient probabilistíc: norm via Prctposition 3.3,
then (V/-w,v,r,r*) is a PPN space where the scalar multiplication is q continuous
mapping frorn R x V / -y into V I -y¡.

Let (V , v, r,
and

Proof. For ety

ds(ü(a-fr\pl,

p

QV

anda,f e

R we know ds(io\op),vn$il) is small whenever

so) is small. But

ds(in(ta-ilp),eo) < ds(v@-p¡p,
and by Lemma 3

es)

of [2], ds(v\a-fl)p, es) is small whenever la

-

Fl is small.

¡
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